Regulatory Consulting Services

Our regulatory experts help you understand and meet global hazard communication requirements to ensure compliance.

Need to Make Sense of Complex Hazard Communication Regulations? Leave it to the Experts.

Whether it's determining if your products are considered hazardous in a specific country, figuring out how to classify and label a product for transport, or working through GHS classifications, managing compliance with various domestic and global regulations can be overwhelming. Understanding the often complex requirements can take a great deal of time, experience and training — and sometimes even a background in chemistry, toxicology, or biology. VelocityEHS can help with our extensive selection of Regulatory Consulting Services.

We offer a highly trained team of regulatory analysts and authoring professionals equipped with the experience and knowledge required to provide guidance on even the most complex regulatory questions and projects — so you can focus your attention on other responsibilities and gain peace of mind that you're taking the right steps for compliance.

Services include:
- General Regulatory Consulting
- Regulatory Compliance Review
- SDS Compliance Check
- Product Grouping Analysis
- Transportation Classification & Consulting
- GHS Classification Services
- Confidential Business Information (CBI) or Trade Secret Registration
- Ingredient Disclosure Documents
- Article Assessment & Determination
- Workplace Labeling Consulting
- New Market Entry Regulatory Requirements
- Translation Services

Benefits

Gain Access to Professional Regulatory Experts – All regulatory consulting projects are completed by highly trained regulatory analysts, specialists and/or certified experts in the EH&S industry.

Improve Regulatory Compliance – Our experts provide answers to difficult questions and information that allow you to more simply meet complex requirements and improve your organization's overall regulatory compliance.

Focus on Your Core Business – We do the heavy lifting when it comes to understanding and complying with global hazard communication regulations, so you can spend your time focusing on other important day-to-day operations.

Deepen Your Regulatory Understanding – Our team of experts ensures you not only gain a clear understanding of answers to your regulatory questions, but also how to apply the information, what the implications are to your business and what additional steps remain for achieving compliance.

For additional details visit our Regulatory Consulting Services web page at: www.ehs.com, or call us toll-free at 1.866.919.7922.